Lake Oswego Tigard Water Partnership
Summary of Oversight Committee Meeting
January 10, 2022

City of Lake Oswego:

Oversight Committee: Mayor Buck, Councilor Manz
Staff: Erica Rooney, Bret Bienerth, Susie Anderson

City of Tigard:

Oversight Committee: Councilor Goodhouse, Councilor Newton
Staff: Brian Rager

1. CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL
The meeting of the Lake Oswego Tigard Water Partnership Oversight Committee was called to order by
Chair Goodhouse at 5:34 p.m. The video-conference meeting was held via WebEx.
2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Councilor Manz moved to approve the minutes of the meeting held October 11, 2021. Mayor Buck
seconded. The motion passed unanimously.
3. ELECTION OF CHAIR AND VICE-CHAIR
Mayor Buck nominated Councilor Manz as Chair for the 2022 calendar year. Councilor Newton
seconded the nomination. Councilor Manz nominated Councilor Newton as Vice-Chair. Mayor Buck
seconded the motion. Both motions passed unanimously.
4. PUBLIC COMMENT
None.
5. OLD BUSINESS
5.1 Operations Committee Activities Report
Mr. Bienerth reviewed the details of the report in the packet. Of note, water production for 2021 was
at an all-time high of 4146.49 MGD. He attributed that to increased water use during the abnormally
high temperatures in the spring and early summer. He noted Tigard's water use had exceeded Lake
Oswego's over the past two years, likely to due to Tigard's growth.
Mr. Bienerth reported the fifth pump at the river intake had been installed and was in use.
Unfortunately, pump four had recently failed. It was believed the shaft that leads from the motor down
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to the impellers in the water had broke. He stated the estimated cost to remove the pump, transport it,
and disassemble for further evaluation was over $30K and repair would be an additional expense.
Mr. Bienerth stated Bob Burgeson would be retiring after 35 years with the Water Treatment Plant.
Bob served as a senior plant operator as well as the main maintenance person in the old plant. When
the new plant came online two additional full-time maintenance staff were brought on and they have
absorbed most of Bob's maintenance duties. Councilor Manz expressed her appreciation for his years
of service and asked if recruitment for his replacement had begun. Mr. Bienerth replied the position
had been posted and there were currently five applicants and 160 clicks on the posting which would
remain open until the end of the month.
Mayor Buck asked about the change in labor efficiency over the past two quarters. Mr. Bienerth
responded much of the recent HVAC work had not yet been logged and explained most of that work was
conducted by an outside contractor so there usually was a lag between when the work was done and
when it's entered into the database. He speculated the gap would close once those completed work
orders were reflected. Mayor Buck noted the increase in water production and that commercial and
residential rates were different and asked if there was a clear way to determine if conservation efforts
were working. Mr. Bienerth stated Lake Oswego had primarily residential accounts but it was a matter
of tracking the number of users and the amount of water distributed. The upcoming installation of
automated meters would make tracking much easier and would provide more detail. He noted there
were some high-volume users like the high schools. Mayor Buck asked about the status of the
automated meter installations in both cities. Ms. Rooney replied about half had been installed in Lake
Oswego but it had slowed over the past year because of supply chain issues. Mr. Rager stated Tigard
was requiring the automated meters in all new sub-divisions and there was an interest in replacing all
the older meters but it hadn’t been financially feasible. Recently, the Tigard City Manager had asked
staff to develop a multi-year project to replace old meters with AMI meters. He estimated the cost
would be roughly $6M at current pricing but with inflation it could be much higher. Mr. Bienerth stated
he would be working with finance to determine water use among the different categories of users.
Councilor Goodhouse asked why high schools would have high water use. Mr. Bienerth replied that
1500 students and staff occupy the building daily and athletic fields are on irrigation. Ms. Rooney added
Lake Oswego School District, as a whole, was the city's largest water user. Councilor Newton pointed
out a lot of food preparation occurs in the schools, as well, which requires a lot of water use.
5.2 Standby Power Study Update
Mr. Bienerth referenced the two tables in the meeting materials. He stated Carollo Engineers had
performed a study on available standby power options. The initial portion of the study was a high-level
overview resulting in diesel fuel generator, natural gas generator, and propane generator being the top
options. Other options like solar and battery proved to not be viable. He thought there would be land
use issues to address at the Water Treatment Plant. Councilor Goodhouse commented he had
previously brought up the possibility of either running standby power parallel along the river bank or
across the river from the intake and asked if that had been considered. Mr. Bienerth responded it
wasn't part of the Carollo study but he had reached out to the Tri-City waste water plant across the river
to discuss the possibility. They don't have excess capacity so it would be a matter of building on their
property. He was waiting to hear back from them. Mr. Bienerth referenced the second table which
outlined the different types of generators, cost comparison, and pros and cons. He explained there
would be annual maintenance and land use restrictions with a stationary diesel generator. Portable
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generator connectors or generator rental wouldn't require maintenance and land use issues could be
avoided. He acknowledged trying to rent a generator in the moment could be a challenge and stated big
box stores like Home Depot rent generators before going in to the week of a weather event knowing
they will pay the $40K rental fee whether they need to connect to the generator or not. He pointed out
the large cost range of the generator connectors at $70K - $907K. Where the physical connection to the
grid was made at the plant would determine the cost. Approval from PGE would be necessary for either
option. The different variables to be considered accounted for the broad cost estimate. He continued it
would be necessary to have a separate smaller system for overnight power. During the ice storm when
the plant and generator were shut off for the night there was no power to the admin building. Ms.
Rooney pointed out large generators don't run efficiently when they're only running a fraction of the
power so that's why it would be necessary to have two systems, one that's quiet and less powerful for
overnight and a large system to run the plant. Mr. Bienerth said the smaller system could be either a
stationary generator or a battery system. Battery systems don't have emissions and are very quiet but
are significantly more expensive than a generator and require battery replacement every five years at a
cost of $400K. Councilor Goodhouse asked about the lifespan of a stationary generator and noted the
maintenance expenses looked to be less. Mr. Bienerth replied the life expectancy would be 30 - 40
years and at that time there would likely be very few hours on the equipment. Councilor Goodhouse
liked the idea of having onsite backup in the event access to the plant was limited or not possible. Mr.
Bienerth agreed and stated it was difficult to get the generator to the plant during the ice storm. Mayor
Buck asked what the process would be with West Linn regarding land use if the permanent generator at
the plant was the selected option. Ms. Rooney stated the idea had not yet been broached with West
Linn. Typically, the large generators are put inside a building and that would likely require land use
process or at a minimum, a building permit from West Linn. She fully expected concern and outcry from
the neighbors and speculated it would be a six to nine-month process. Mayor Buck suggested exploring
the feasibility politically with West Linn. Ms. Rooney pointed out West Linn was without water during
the ice storm so could emphasize the possibility the plant might provide some water to West Linn in a
power outage if a backup power source were available. The Risk and Resilience Plan could be presented
and it shows a poor standby power system as the number one risk for the plant. The report is federally
required and didn't exist during the land use process before construction. Presenting it now would be
advantageous. Mayor Buck stated in a recent discussion with PGE they indicated they were taking steps
to improve redundancy at the facilities. Ms. Rooney said the dual feed option was chosen for the intake
and the plant because it was less expensive and wouldn't require land use. They hardened those feeds
after a couple of outages that occurred a few years ago. Now they are considering hardening them
further. With all due respect to PGE, she didn't trust that would be enough. During the last outage it
wasn't just the feeds coming from both directions along Highway 43 that feed the plant, there were
issues much further out, as well. Having a different system than just PGE supplied electricity was the
only way to assure having an alternate electrical supply. Mayor Buck clarified the portable generator
scenario would require ordering generators and having them delivered in anticipation of a forecasted
weather event and paying the rental fee each time regardless of use. Mr. Bienerth stated the possibility
of purchasing a portable generator was discussed but neither City has a vehicle large enough to move
one so rental would be necessary. Mayor Buck speculated there could be potential to rent portables on
a regular basis. Mr. Bienerth referred to an emergency snow forecast a couple weeks prior that didn't
really materialize. Had he rented portable generators for that it would have cost the City $70K and they
wouldn't have left the storage yard. Mayor Buck asked where the funding would come from. Ms.
Rooney responded the initial expenditure had been discussed with the Lake Oswego City Council and
identified for ARPA funding. Councilor Newton suggested Lake Oswego planner could evaluate the
potential for land use issues. She speculated it may not be complicated depending on where the
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building was sited and there could be conditions outlining the definition of an emergency and
addressing appropriate times to test the generator. She acknowledged there would be a handful of
people against it just based on the past history but thought it best to be forthcoming with the neighbors
early. She wasn't too concerned about land use and thought it could possibly be an administrative
review by staff or a hearings officer. She suggested if the decision was to go with portable generators
perhaps it would be possible to arrange with a company to have a retainer so if there were a need for a
generator there would be priority. Mr. Bienerth clarified with a rental generator there would be no
hookup or transport fees if the generator didn't leave the yard, only the rental fee. He had asked rental
companies about the retainer possibility and they won't operate that way. Ms. Rooney reiterated any
access issues would be moot if there was a generator onsite. She stated Kenthorpe Way was closed for
a period of time during the ice storm because one wire was down. It took half a day to determine if it
was electric or something else and what to do about it. The risk and trade-off were if there’s
inaccessibility a permanent generator could be started up. Once running, fuel delivery would be
necessary but the facility could operate for a day or two while roads were cleared. She acknowledged no
one situation was perfect, it was a variety of trade-offs. Councilor Goodhouse inquired about the
feasibility of using hydroelectric power, not just for emergencies but to power the plant year-round
since the river is so close by. Mr. Bienerth replied the study included the hydroelectric option and it was
determined that option wouldn't provide anywhere near enough power to run the pumps. Some
facilities are able to use hydroelectric because their source water is at a higher elevation and runs down.
The plant situation is the opposite. The source water is pumped up to the plant then pumped up into
Lake Oswego then to Tigard. Councilor Goodhouse asked if aerial/helicopter refueling an onsite tank
would be a possibility. Mr. Bienerth said he hadn't considered that option but found it interesting for
the plant. He wasn't as concerned about getting fuel to the intake because of it’s close proximity to I205. Councilor Goodhouse expressed his preference for having onsite generators and using ARPA
funding. He opined it was a more secure source. Councilor Manz asked what sort of direction staff was
looking for from the committee. Ms. Rooney replied she would like to gauge the groups preference so
staff could start to prepare a more formal proposal with more accurate numbers. She hoped to get
clarity on their preference and then return with a final recommendation. Councilor Newton voiced her
support for a permanent generator at the plant due to its location and potential access issues and didn't
think land use would be difficult. Councilor Manz asked for a show of hands of who was in favor of a
permanent generator at the plant. All committee members raised their hands. Mayor Buck stated the
Lake Oswego Council had agreed to use ARPA funds for the project and suggested the same
commitment from the Tigard Council would be appreciated. Councilor Newton responded Tigard had
received quite a bit of ARPA funding and didn't think it all had been spoken for. She stated this project
would be a high priority for her. Mr. Rager stated be believed Tigard still had some ARPA funding
available and would speak with the City manager and Assistant City Manager. Councilor Goodhouse
stated he had previously mentioned the possibility of using ARPA funding for this project with the City
Manager. Mayor Buck asked if the maintenance expenses with a permanent standby system could
possibly result in rate increases to customers. Ms. Rooney stated she didn't think it would affect rates
because it would be annual maintenance, not a full-time function to manage the generator. Mr.
Bienerth added there were companies that conduct this specific type of work. City Hall and the
Operations Center both have generators that receive annual maintenance and service. Councilor Manz
asked when staff would be able to present a more definitive proposal to the group. Ms. Rooney
responded staff could come back with more clarity on the project and numbers at the next meeting in
April. She noted she would be presenting a high-level overview about the project at the ARPA
discussion the following week with Lake Oswego Council. Councilor Goodhouse asked what the
estimated cost to each City would be if they went with the permanent generator option and did the
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numbers presented include everything like permitting and land use. Mr. Bienerth responded the
numbers presented were for the equipment and getting it connected. Councilor Goodhouse requested
a number so each City could earmark funds. Ms. Rooney said it would be good if each City could set
aside $1.6 - 2 million to cover the intake and the plant and staff would be able to give a more accurate
number at the next meeting. She added ARPA funds must be obligated by the end of 2024 and spent by
the end of 2026.
6. NEW BUSINESS
6.1 Budget Report
Mr. Bienerth referenced the budget graph and report in the meeting packet and indicated spending was
on track. He noted Q1 spending for electricity and water treatment chemicals may seem high but
explained Q1 water production is highest for the year as it's the hottest summer months. He stated he
felt comfortable with how the numbers were tracking and thought the equipment repair and service
budget would be able to afford the cost of repairs for the RIPS pump 4. He noted as of the end of Q2
there was 77.22% budget remaining for the biennium so being a quarter of the way through the budget
cycle, spending was tracking right on. Councilor Goodhouse referenced the recent chlorine shortage
and asked if an additional structure were built for a generator, could it include storage space for
additional chemicals. Mr. Bienerth replied there had been some discussion regarding additional
chemical storage among staff and explained chlorine didn't store well for very long so having extra on
hand wasn’t feasible. He stated currently oil was being stored in the chemical building and there had
been discussion of moving the oil to the new structure to free up space to store extra dry chemicals that
have a longer shelf life. He added staff had also explored the possibility of onsite generation of chlorine
and found the initial cost would be $4 - 6M. Councilor Goodhouse asked how that would pan out over
time and if it would break even, be a savings, or cost more. Mr. Bienerth replied he had reached out to
the City of Portland which had conducted a study for their new plant evaluating onsite generation and
storage and found that 18 years was the break-even point. Portland decided on onsite generation to
appease the neighbors who had concerns about transporting bleach through country roads.
6.2 Proposed Agreement Next Steps
Ms. Rooney reported staff still had some work to do on the draft agreement. Lake Oswego had
returned review comments to Tigard recently. Staff from both cities, including City Managers and City
Attorneys, would meet and the goal would be to bring a draft back to the committee by or before the
next meeting. She noted it had been difficult because both cities were experiencing personnel/resource
issues. Councilor Newton clarified it was possible there could be a separate meeting to discuss the
agreement before the next regularly scheduled meeting but definitely would have something by the
April meeting. Ms. Rooney affirmed.
7. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
7.1 Summer water forecast
7.2 - Backup power supply
7. ADJOURN
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There being no further business Councilor Manz adjourned the meeting at 6:43 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

Susie
Anderson

Digitally signed by Susie Anderson
DN: cn=Susie Anderson, o=City of Lake
Oswego, ou=Water Treatment Plant,
email=sanderson@ci.oswego.or.us,
c=US
Date: 2022.04.12 09:00:23 -07'00'

Susie Anderson
Administrative Assistant
Approved by the Oversight Committee:
April 11, 2022
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